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Abstract

In this paper we propose to develop a method for
learning strategies established by a decision maker
for a feature task of the selection�elimination of ob�
jects described by several attributes �parameters �����
This method is based upon a cognitive model of
the decision maker stemming from psychological re�
search� We will explain its mathematical and al�
gorithmical consequences� We will present an algo�
rithm �and a way of coding the objects� which ex�
tracts rules used by the decision maker� The com�
plexity and e�ciency of the algorithm will be dis�
cussed� It will be illustrated with a concrete example
and real data in the last section�

Keywords� Knowledge � Expertise Acquisition�
Machine Learning�

� Introduction

We assume that a decision maker uses expertise and
stable strategies to evaluate objects of a world O �for
instance	 situations or alternatives� etc� for a spe�
ci
c task �categorization� selection�elimination ����
within his�her domain of expertise� In this paper�
we will consider a speci
c task undertaken by the
decision maker	 linearly ordered categorization� es�
pecially a selection�elimination task that de
nes the
categorization problem with � separate clusters �the
world of objects O is clustered in � separated sets	
the accepted� objects and the rejected� objects��
This task is executed on objects of the world O which
are relevant for the decision maker and supports
his�her knowledge� An object is described by a set
of attributes and also has a natural representation
in a multi�attribute space� We want to learn rules
�conjunction�disjunction on the attributes� which
explain the decision maker�s choices� These strate�
gies are assumed to be stored in his�her long�term
memory and may be rather complex� they have been
constructed by his�her experience ��� First� we will
explain the psychological model� We will also explain
what are our constraints and show the mathematical
and algorithmical consequences of the model� In the

last part� we will show an application for extracting
the individual rules of choice bet savings plans�

� Psychological model

We use the Moving Basis Heuristic model� which
stems from decision and judgment psychological re�
search �see Barth�elemy and Mullet ��� ����� This
model is based upon a multi�attribute representa�
tion space describing the set of objects O with sev�
eral attributes �which can take several values�� The
model assumes that the decision maker shows ratio�
nality �for situations in his�her usual domain of ex�
pertise� in the way that something is optimized� But
this rationality is bounded �see Simon ����� by	
his�her cognitive abilities �short�term memory and
computing capacity� and his�her satisfaction �plea�
sure� risk ���� in performing the task�

This bounded rationality constrains the expert
to search among aspects �attribute values� for a
short subcollection	 a dominance structure �see
Montgomery ����� Montgomery and Svenson ���� and
Svenson ������ This dominance structure is limited
but large enough to achieve decisions �the data are
processed in the short�term memory��

This model involes three cognitive principles	

��� parsimony	 the decision maker manipulates a
short subset of aspects which is a dominance
structure due to his�her short�term memory ca�
pacity �storage capacity	 there is no intermedi�
ate storage in the long�term memory� and com�
putational abilities�� Aschenbrenner and Ka�
subek ���� Johnson and Payne �����

��� reliability�warrantability	 the chosen sub�
collection of aspects has to be large enough for
individual or social justi
cation� Adelbratt et al�
���� De Hoog and Van de Wittenboer ���� Mont�
gomery ����� Ranyard et al� �����

��� decidability��exibility	 the decision maker
must e�ect a choice by appropriate changes in
dominance structure election until a decision is
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taken �he�she has to achieve decision quickly in
almost all cases�� Huber ���� Montgomery ����
and Svenson �����

The model also assumes a monotonicity prop�
erty �threshold hypothesis�	 when an object is se�
lected �respectively rejected�� then every object that
has better �respectively worse� values on all its at�
tributes is selected �respectively rejected�	 the de�
cision maker uses thresholds on aspects in order to
take a decision�

Note that this principle� which implies that the
attributes and categories must be linearly ordered�
is close to the parsimony principle �an object is se�
lected if each aspect of the current dominance struc�
ture used by the expert is over a minimal threshold
on focused attributes� and implies that strategies are
de
ned by a sequence of threshold objects� so we can
use the same representation space for coding objects
or strategies�

� Mathematical modeling

��� Some notions about ordered sets

Let E be a set�

Partial order	 a partial order on E is a binary
relation �E that ful
ls� � x� y� z � E� re�exivity
�x �E x�� antisymmetry �if x �E y and y �E x

then x � y� and transitivity �if x �E y and y �E z

then x �E z� properties� If there no confusion pos�
sible we will now just write x � y instead of x �E y�

Partially ordered set or poset	 a set structured
with a partial order�

Chain	 an order on E that satis
es a fourth prop�
erty called completeness �� x� y � E� either x � y or
y � x� is called a chain� This means that in a chain�
or a linear order� we can always compare � elements�

Direct product of posets	 let p sets P�� ���� Pp�
P � P� � ���� Pp is their direct product and an ele�
ment x of P is a point with p coordinates �x�� ���� xp�
where xi � Pi� If each Pi is linearly ordered then
�P��� is a partially ordered set where � is the di�
rect product order de
ned by	 � x� y � P� x � y i� �
i � ����p� xi �Pi

yi�

Antichain	 a subset A of a poset E is an antichain
of E� if � x� y � A� x � y i� x � y �� distinct ele�
ments of A are not comparable��

Covering relation 	 in E� x covers y and is noted
x � y if � z � E� y � x and if y � z � x then y � z

�x is the smallest element greater than y��

We can see an example of a direct product of two
linear orders in 
gure ��
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Figure �	 Direct product of � posets

��� Consequences of the decision

maker�s preferences

Each object o of O is described by p attributes Xi

and is partially ordered by the decision maker�s pref�
erences� Thus O has a natural� representation in a
multi�attribute space P with p dimensions�

These attributes are linearly ordered on a domain
value Pi � f� � � � ��� � cig �ie� each attribute
can take ci � � di�erent values�� Note that the Pi
are linearly ordered to conserve the order between
objects in O due to the expert�s preferences on each
attribute� They are in fact a way of coding the real�
domain values taken by Xi� Xi can take di�erent
values �discrete values or intervals� in a domain Vi�

So� P is the direct product of the p linear or�
ders Pi and an object o of O is represented by
x � �x�� ���� xp� � P � where xi is the value taken
by o on the attribute Xi in the domain Pi�

The objects must be assigned to the category C�

�selected objects� or to C� �rejected objects�� thus
there is no no choice�� The monotonicity principle
is translated in P with the following propagation�
rules	

�x � P � if x � C� then �y � P j y � x� y � C��

�x � P � if x � C� then �y � P j y � x� y � C��

Read this rule	 if an object o of O �represented
by x in P � is accepted by the decision maker then
all objects o� �represented by x� in P � that are bet�
ter than o are accepted too� if o is rejected then all
objects that are worst than o are rejected too�� So
C� � C� �the categories are ordered� and P is split
into � covering and disconnected parts �there is no
�x� y� � P � with x � C�� y � C� and y � x��

We can now see that to 
nd the strategies used
by the expert is equivalent to computing the set of
minimal elements of C�� Each minimal object sum�
marizes a minimal threshold set on attributes that is
equivalent to a dominance structure� This is equiva�
lent to seeking an antichain �Pichon et al� ����� of P �
In general� if there are c linearly ordered categories
we have to 
nd c� � antichains in P �
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This problem is similar of the learning concept
problem in version space �see Mitchell ������

��� Modeling consequences

To �nd an antichain of P� if x is in C�� y is in C�

�x� y points of P � and x covers y� then x represents
a rule of selection� Then� for all �x� y� � P � j x � C��
y � C� and x � y we have to calculate the minimum
x�s to compute the antichain�

Combinatorial� insofar as we create all the pos�
sible combinations between attributes the number of
points n of P �n �

Qp
i���ci � ��� can be large� This

will be considered for the number of points to com�
pute for the learning algorithm� This suggests that
we will not do an exhaustive search of the antichain
�especially in the case of interactive knowledge ex�
traction�� We can use a greedy algorithm which does
not go back and does not allow� the contradictions
�we always propose a point of P which can be as�
signed to C� or C���

Cognitive monsters� with all the possible com�
binations we can create cognitive monsters� in P �
These monsters� are points of P which do not have
any real exitence in O� So they can pertub the deci�
sion maker�s judgment� Once more� we have to solve
this problem algorithmically�

Coding of points and strategies� we assume that
strategies are de
ned by a sequence of threshold ob�
jects so we can use the same representation space
P for coding objects of O and strategies �ie� an an�
tichain of P �� To present the results we will use poly�
nomial representation �see Barthelemy and Mullet
����� A choice polynomial A is a formal expression	
A � M� � M� � ��� � Mr� where the Mi �called
monoms� are formal expressions on attributes�

A monom has the form	 Mi � X
a��ci�
i�

��� X
ak�cik
ik

�
where Xij are attributes and the exponents ak are
values on the scales of each Xij �recalled by the cij ��
If we code the Pi by the ordered list �� � ��� � ci��
we will only use exponents greater than �� because
an ak equal to � means that the worst value on Xik

is accepted in the monom concerned� Products in
monoms must be read as and� �conjunction on at�
tributes and values on these attributes� and �� in
polynoms read as or��

The number of monoms is the number of rules that
explain the decision maker�s strategies� The length
of the monoms will show us how many attributes are
used for �or explain� the decisions� Examining the
polynom A will also show compensation phenomena�
the level of exigency of the decision maker ���

� Learning algorithm

We have shown that we only need a general algo�
rithm to search for an antichain in a direct product
of chains� First� we consider below some situations
for the learning algorithm to deal with�

��� Interactive vs� automatic acqui�

sition of the decision maker�s ex�

pertise

We will make the following separation	 an interac�
tive extraction which needs the decision maker�s
collaboration �cooperation and time���� and an au�
tomatic extraction of which the decision maker is
unaware�

In the 
rst case� we need an e�cient algorithm for
two reasons essentially� We want to minimize the
number of objects proposed to the decision maker
�length of questionnaire� because it is important to
save the expert�s time and cognitive e�orts� So� we
must be able to supervise the questionnaire and the
objects successively presented to the decision maker
must not be chosen with a random law�

We also require a short time between two ques�
tions� so we must 
nd a way of coding P that allows
us quickly to search for the objects we have to pro�
pose to the decision maker� do not forget that the
only way we have of comparing the objects is to com�
pare them attribute by attribute �so if there are a lot
of objects to compare it can take a long time before
deciding which object is good� for proposing to de�
cision maker for evaluation�� We can already see it
costs a lot to add an attribute to describe the objects
�because this is equivalent to adding a constraint for
comparison between objects�� It is also important to
have a user�friendly interface to communicate with
the decision maker�

In the second case� the program just observes the
decision maker during his�her work and monitors
his�her actions �when an object is presented to the
decision maker the algorithm loops until the object
is selected or rejected�� The environment is his�her
normal environment and we do not need to develop
a user�friendly interface and we do not care about
time �if the decision maker has not changed his�her
strategies during this time for di�erent reasons� for
instance the world has changed� he�she has increased
his knowledge �� In any case� if we detect this phe�
nomenon� we have to start a new learning phase for
the program� This is close to machine learning and
we just have to be sure that the di�erent situations
�in this case the objects will constitute the sample
test� that appear to the decision maker will be great
enough in quantity and quality to extract the strate�
gies used�
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��� The decision maker�s contradic�

tions

Now� we must discriminate between two di�erent
ways of learning� especially if we use more than two
categories and if we are in the interactive situation	
extraction with contradictions �if one contradiction
is detected then ask the expert which answer he�she
wants to change� or extraction with no contradiction
�at each step we must only propose to the decision
maker the categories allowed��

Below� we will consider a non�contradictory and
interactive algorithm which can be seen in 
gure ��

��� Greedy Algorithm

Begin Search for an Antichain

Data� P �algorithmic representation of O�

E� � P �Ei represents uncategorized objects so E� � P �

i � � �number of proposed objects�

C� � O �at the beginning nothing is categorized�

C� � O

begin loop

i � i� �

choose an uncategorized object xi � Ei��

read the expert answer �select or reject�

if xi is selected then

C� � C� � fx � Ei�� j x � xig �monotonicity�

Ei � Ei�� � fx � Ei�� j x � xig �elimination�

endif

if xi is rejected then

C� � C� � fx � Ei�� j x � xig �monotonicity�

Ei � Ei�� � fx � Ei�� j x � xig �elimination�

endif

loop until Ei � O

return C� minimals �an antichain of P �

End Search an Antichain

Cognitive Model

Human Expert

Object

Response

Point

Point and Response

World: attributes/values

Representation Space

Learning Algorithm

Strategies, rules

Point and Response

Decode

Minimal Points

No point
Optimal point

Decode

Code

Figure �	 Interactive questionnaire

��� Complexity of the search

We must consider two things	 the number of objects
presented to the decision maker and the time be�
tween two objects proposed�

This algorithm must present the shortest question�
naire to the decision maker �minimize the number of
proposed objects�� We can show that when doing a
dichotomic search on the chains of P which is parti�
tioned into a minimum number of chains �see Pichon
et al� ���� and 
gure � where the minimum number
of chains is ��� the complexity of the algorithm is
bounded by � � log� h �where � is the width of P �
ie� the magnitude of a largest antichain of P and
h his height� ie� the magnitude of the largest chain
equal to the sum of the ci�� This is the case when we
are looking for the largest antichain of P � This com�
plexity� is fortunately� theoretical and we have much
better empirical results� In fact� it considers that ev�
ery chain of P has the same length �in most cases this
is not true� and that the propagation is carried out in
only one chain �the chain which the point�question
belongs to� at each step �in fact it is e�ected on P ��
But we are not searching for the largest antichain
of P � this will be incompatible with the parcimony
principle because it will say that there are a lot of
rules with all the attributes� Furthermore� in a di�
rect product of chains� points of the same level �a
level c is the set fx � �x�� ���� xp� � P j

Pp
i xi � cg�

form some antichains of P and if the decision maker�s
antichain is a level of P this means we can explain
his�her choices with the utility model �see Von Neu�
mann et al� ����� where all the attributes have the
same weight� In that way� he�she does not use strate�
gies on the attributes and we could say that he�she
is not a good� decision maker� there is no experi�
ence on the attributes and they are all consider the
same� Note that the width of P is the maximum
number of rules we can 
nd to explain the decision
maker�s choices �number of monoms in the polynom
of choices��

The width of P can be evaluated by Anderson�
approximation �Leclerc �����	

� 	
q

�
�

Q
ci��pP
ci�ci���

The consequences of a high number of attributes	
it is easy to verify that it costs a lot to add an at�
tribute because of the numerator�s product� This is
naturally understandable� when we add an attribute
we add a constraint of comparability on the objects
so that the performance of the elimination procedure
is reduced� It also increases the time between two
propositions because there are many more points in
P to be computed�

It is easy to see that the performances of the algo�
rithm �for the number of objects proposed� depends
on the choice of xi because it conditions the elimi�
nation procedure� We have chosen to eliminate the
maximum of objects at each step� so xi is chosen by
the following optimization rule	

maxxi�xi�Ei��
� minxi �j B �xi� j� j W �xi� j � ��
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where B�xi� � fx � Ei�� j x � xig is the set of
points better than xi� and W �xi� � fx � Ei�� j x �
xig is the set of points worst than xi�

This rule guaranties the minimum regret	 we min�
imize the decision maker�s worst� answer� We do
not have the complexity of this algorithm� but we
have observed� experimentally� that we need �� ob�
jects to 
nd the largest antichain� This experimental
complexity has been deduced from reasonable� di�
rect products of linear orders� from small ones to
P� � P� � P� � P	 � P
� where each Pi � f� � � �
� � � � �g�

Uncategorized points of P

Questions

n

0

Figure �	 Progress of the algorithm

The progress of the algorithm is represented in 
g�
ure �� At the beginning it is possible to eliminate a
lot of points at each step� But this decreases rapidly
because the order structure of P is quickly broken
�the subsets of comparable points become smaller
and smaller�� So we might wonder whether it is pos�
sible to stop the learning phase early and when This
will considerably reduce the number of objects pro�
posed but the quality of the learning rules too�

��� The way of coding P

Because we want a short time between two questions�
we must have a way to decide quickly which uncat�
egorized objects must be presented to the decision
maker�s judgment� The rule used to optimize the
length of the questionnaire can take a long time es�
pecially in two cases	 
rst if the number of objects is
very great and second if we do not use an appropi�
ate data structure which allows us easily to 
nd the
points we are searching for �for each uncategorized
point we have to calculate its comparables� with no
exhaustive search in P � There are di�erent ways of
coding P �see Guillet et al� ���� Lenca ����� Pichon
et al� ����� and Wang ������ Here� we expose another
way of codifying the points of P which enable them
to be localized directly�

First� to save memory� an object o described by
p attributes �which are themselves integers in Pi�
is coded by only one integer in P � In this cod�
ing system� each numeral of the integer represents
the level on the corresponding attribute Xi� For
instance� if the objects of the world are described
by the three attributes� X�� X�� X� which take re�
spectively their values in V� � fbad� middle� goodg�
V� � fsmall� middle� largeg and V� � fexpensive�

middle� cheapg� then the three linear orders Pi cod�
ing the attributes are f� � � � �g and the object
�bad� middle� cheap� is represented in P by ���� So
if ���������� is the maximum integer we can use in
machine� this allows us to represent objects with �
attributes and at most � di�erent values per attribute
�coding starts at ��� which could be su�cient�

Then the representation space P is easy to gen�
erate with a development in base �� starting at the
minimum point �����	 x � �x�� x�� ���� xp� is coded in
P by the integer xpxp�����x�	

xpxp�����x� �
Pp

i�� xi � ��i���

The points of P are stored in the natural order�
for the previous example� P ��� � ���� P ��� � ����
P ��� � ���� ���� P ���� � ���� P ���� � ����

We can directly generate the comparables of any
point �with the same development starting at this
point� and it is easy to verify that when we have a
point we can immediately calculate its position in P

and look whether it is categorized or not�

��	 Advantages and di
culties of this

methodology in learning the deci�

sion maker�s strategies

We only deduce strategies from the observation of the
decision maker�s behavior through his�her decision
results� There is no verbalization and introspective
e�ort �language biases� interpreting� omission due to
what is left unsaid� contradictions ����� The gener�
ation of the shortest questionnaire also economizes
the decision maker�s time and combined e�orts�

The decision maker uses his�her own subjective
scale� With this method we do not need to know it�

When we deal with real problems it is sometimes
di�cult to choose the attributes� they must be rel�
evant and linearly ordered� It is also not easy to
decide correlations between them� especially if there
are a lot �and in this case we must consider the com�
binatorial problems�� The cognitive monsters are�
as we have said before� to be taken into account for
two reasons	 
rst� they perturb the decision maker
and second they increase the number of objects pro�
posed unduly� We must distinguish two categories
of monsters	 
rst� the very good and the very bad
ones� which are in the top� and bottom� of P and
secondly the middle ones� The 
rst category does
not need special work because they will not be con�
sidered by the algorithm �this is due to the way of
seaching for the antichain�� But� the second ones�
are for the same reason dangerous because they can
often respect the rule of choice of a question� They
exist in most cases because of correlation between at�
tributes and require �if we want � special attention�

��



In light of the previous remarks� it is now easy
to know what the very good� problems are for this
methodology�

� Illustration in savings plans

The Moving Basis Heuristic is now use in di�erent
domains� for example� to know how students are
searching for paid employement �see Barth�elemy et

al� ����� in industry �see Guillet et al� ����� in schools
�see Wang ����� and in banking �see Lenca ������

We illustrate below an application of the model
in banking� It is useful to know and understand how
people �who are considered as experimented�subjects
when thinking about their money� they know what
they want even if they can not always say it�� ac�
cept or refuse a savings plan� It is useful for the
bank to be able to propose exactly what its cus�
tomers want to have in this complex world of sav�
ings plans �see Lenca ������ the bank consultant can
use this methodoly for extracting the rules of choices
of his�her client!ele �personally� and then advise ex�
actly the corresponding savings plans� This will be
a de
nite advantage �there is a strong competition
between banks�� with their money� customers do not
like to be be very bably advised 

Subject

The subject is a twenty�years old male who works
for the French administration� He knows the world
of savings plans very well and has contracted � sav�
ings plans at his bank� He has agreed to be used�
several times for this experience and he will be fol�
lowed during one year to see his evolution� He has to
select or refuse the savings plan we propose to him�

Description of the saving product world O

The world O of savings plans is described by � at�
tributes	 
scal system �noted F �� expected pro
t
�noted E�� minimum guaranteed rate �noted T � and
availability of investment �noted D�� They could
take respectively � �c� � ��� � �c� � ��� � �c� �
�� and � �c	 � �� di�erent values� so there are
� � � � � � � � ��� possible products repre�
sented in P � These four attributes have been chosen
because they are nearly always present for all savings
plans �in France� so they are signi
cant and impor�
tant in most cases for people who evaluate a savings
plan� The attributes and their di�erent values were
presented to the subject� He was informed that he
had to evaluate the savings plans using this descrip�
tion�

But� within the ��� points created there are cog�
nitive monsters�� They can perturb the subject when
they are presented to his judgement� But� it could
also be of interest to see if they are recognised by the

subject� So in this experience the monsters� were
not eliminated� Note that if they are eliminated� the
number of objects proposed will diecrease �in this
space P there are more than �� monsters���

We need only one piece of information about the
subject	 we have to know which policy level he sup�
ports in order to order the attribute F� The other
attributes are assumed to be naturally well ordered�

Description of P

P � F �E � T �D� where
F � f��" taxes� ��" taxes � declaration � tax
freeg�
E � fnearly good � good � very good g�
T � fnone � ���" � �"g�
D � f� years � � years � � years � � months �
freeg�
An attribute Xi with vi values is coded by f� �
� � ��� � vig� This is due to the way of coding P

in the program� So� with polynomial representation�
we will use exponents only if they are greater than
��

Complexity of the search

For this space P � h � �� and � � �� so �� log� h �
��� ���" of points of P �� So we know that we will
have at most ��� objects to propose� But� �� � ���
which is much better and reassuring�

Detailled information given to the subject

The following details form part of the French legis�
lation �for savings plans� so� some of them could be
completely incomprehensible for the foreigner	 You
will pay tax on F if F is not �tax free�� if you do
not respect the attribute D or if you cross threshold
for transfer�� T is strictly guaranteed whateter E
is�� D can be the time you must respect �because
of F� or a prescribed delay�� E represents experts�s
knowledge of savings plans� state of rates� sate of the
market �����

Questionnaire

Learning phase
At the 
rst object proposed� the question he asked
was	 There is no charge� no threshold for the
scheme� do I need to pay money into my account
regularly#�� He was trying to see if these attributes
were present or not� This con
rms that he is an ex�
perimented subject for savings plans� he knows that
these attributes are important or could constrain him
a lot� He was informed that he must consider himself
to be free� and not to consider them anymore�

�� objects ���" of P � remember that the mon�
sters� were not eliminated� some of them were also

��



presented to him and he recognised them immedi�
ately� were su�cient to learn his strategies of choice�
It takes about �� minutes �� minutes for the subject	
he needs about �� seconds to evaluate a savings plan
and give his answer�� This generates � rules�

Veri
cation phase
Half a hour later� the �� objects were presented to
him a second time� He makes four mistakes� which
is not a lot� But two of them were points which are
in the antichain� These points are at limit� For the

rst one �F ��	E���T ���D��
�� he makes no disccuss
and we do not know why he makes this mistake�
because it is a good scheme for him� In fact� it
seems that E��� was not enough against F ��	D��


because in France it is possible to have savings plans
like F 	�	T ���D
�
 but with nothing more to expect�
he does not want to wait and risk paying taxes for
just a nearly good expected pro
t �attribute E�� For
the second one �F 	�	E���T ���D��
�� he said it was
a good scheme which necessitates devoting a certain
lenth of time to follow its evolution �there is no min�
imum guaranteed rate�� and he accepted it during
the learning phase� But he does not want to do that�
he wants to be free� and he refuses it later �maybe
because he has to justify himself��

Then the height rules are proposed to the subject�
He con
rms all of them� In particuliar the two points
which were contradictary just before �objects which
are rules are necessary in the questionnaire�	 this
con
rms that he is a little undecided on these points�

Results and discussion

They are � rules and if we note A the antichain	

A � D	�
 �E���T ��� �E���T ��� �F ��	T ���D��
 �
F ��	T ����F ��	E���T ���D��
�F 	�	T ����F 	�	E���

Remmenber �for instance� that D	�
 represents
F ��	E���T ���D	�
 and must be read if the at�
tribute availability D is better or equal of three

months then the savings plan is accepted��

This can be reduced to�

A � T ���E���� �T �E �D�F �� �F ��	T ���� �T �
D�� � D	�
 � F 	�	E���

We can say a lot about these results but we will
consider only some important points� It is fairly ob�
vious that	 this man does not want to take any risk
with his money� T ��� is nearly always present ex�
cept in F 	�	E��� where he is very demanding for the
other attributes �and do not forget it comes from a
mistake� made by the subject�� Anyway� in this
monom� we can see that he takes a minimum of
risks because F 	�	 allows him to leave the savings
plan when he wants� this rule is coming because the
cognitive monsters� have not been eliminated� We

must notice that in fact T ��� is in D	�
� The subject
justi
es himself	 if a savings plan is made for three
months it could not be a risky one because man can�
not consider a risky product for a short time �this
man is not a short term speculator��

He is ready to have long�term savings plans if there
is a good 
nal rate� We must consider T � E and F

�which does not have to be considered if T is re�
spected because in this case F will be �tax free���
they condition the 
nal and net rate� We can see
this in A	 when he loses� a level in T or E he wants
to win� two or three levels for D�

The two monoms E���T ��� and E���T ��� show
the compensatory principle between E and T � We
can see this phenomenon in other monoms too�
the examination of the antichain A shows conjonc�
tion�disjonction on the attributes and the threshold
values which explain his choices�

The monoms are short which means that few at�
tributes are necessary to explain his choices when
they have good values �parsimony principle and
threshold hypothesis�� There is an exception�
F ��	E���T ���D��
� which is an average product so
all the attributes have to be taken into account�

Conclusion and future develop�

ments

The Moving Basis heuristic model has been now ex�
perimented in di�erent situations� We have found
e�cient algorithms to allow us to use this method in
real problems� The results are encouraging but there
is still a lot of work to do	 reduce time between ob�
jects proposed to the decision maker if we want to
describe the world O with a lot of attributes �more
than 
ve� and also the number of objects we pro�
pose� develop a user�friendly interface that allows a
novice �novice with knowledge extraction problem�
to use this methodoloy� We could also be interested
in searching for something else other antichains� this
will be necessary if the decision�maker does not use
ordered categories���

To reduce the length of the questionnaire

One of the most important things to do to apply this
methodology in an interactive way is to minimize the
number of objects proposed� For this purpose we
can look for di�erent ways� The most obvious one
seems to eliminate the cognitive monsters� �if any
exist�� If we have special knowledge of the domain
of application and where the antichain is located �for
example we are almost sure it is near the middle of
P � then we must use this knowledge for searching
for the antichain �the optimisation rule is better if
we know nothing about the antichain�� We can also
wonderabout the opportunity of using a probabilis�
tic model to know when we can stop the learning

��



algorithm �while being able to calculate the quality
of the results��

Future utilisations in banking

We can use this method to know exactly what peo�
ple want to have concerning savings plans but also
to learn how credit is accorded to customers� in
this case� the decision maker is the bank consultant
and extraction of his�her knowledge will be useful
for constructing the expert�system in credit��� The
knowledge extracted could be useful for novice con�
sultants�
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